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Abstract 
Otto, F. and P. Narendran, Codes modulo finite monadic string-rewriting systems, Theoretical 
Computer Science 134 (1994) 175-188. 
A set C E Z* is called a code modulo a string-rewriting system T if, for all ul, u2, .__, ok, 
w1,w2 ,..., ~,~C,u~~~...~~e*~~~~~...~,impliesthatk=mandv~=w,,i=l,..., k.Hereweshow 
that it is decidable whether a regular set is a code module T, when T is a finite string-rewriting 
system that is monadic and confluent, or that is special and I.-confluent. 
1. Introduction 
A set of strings U={ui 1 ill} c C* is called independent if, for each iEI, 
ui#(“-{ui})*9 i.e., the string Ui cannot be written as a product of strings from 
U-{Ui}. The set U is a code if, for all k,m20 and all ur, . . . . uk, wl, . . . . w,EU, 
V1Q... u,=w,w,...w,impliesthatk=mandvi=wi,i=1,2,...,k,i.e.,eachstringfrom 
U* has a unique factorization as a product of strings from U. Obviously, each code is 
an independent set, but not necessarily vice versa. For example, the set 
A := {ab, ba, aba} is independent, but it is not a code, since (ub)(ubu) = (ubu)(bu). 
Here we are interested in the following generalization of these notions. Let T be 
a string-rewriting system on C, and let -f denote the Thue congruence induced by T. 
A set of strings U = (ui 1 ieZ> G C* is called independent mod T if, for each iEl, Ui is not 
congruent to any string from (U - {Ui})*, and it is called a code mod Tif, for all k, m 2 0 
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andallvl,v2 ,..., vk,wl,w2 ,..., w,~U,v1v2...vk~~w1w2...w,impliesthatk=mand 
Vi=Wi, i=l,2 ,..., k. Algebraically these notions can be interpreted as follows. Let 
MT denote the factor monoid C*/+$. Then the set U is independent mod T if and 
only if, for each iEI, Ui does not belong to the submonoid of MT that is generated by 
U - {ai}, and U is a code mod T if and only if the submonoid of MT that is generated 
by U is in fact freely generated by U. 
It is decidable whether a regular set U is independent or whether it is a 
code [3,5]. On the other hand, there exists a finite string-rewriting system T 
that is even length-reducing and confluent such that it is undecidable in general 
whether or not a finite set U is independent mod T [ll, Theorem 3.41. Further, 
given a finite, length-reducing and confluent string-rewriting system T on some 
alphabet C2 and a subalphabet Ci of C2, it is undecidable in general whether 
or not C1 is a code mod T [12, Theorem 3.41. The latter undecidability result 
also holds for the class of finite monadic string-rewriting systems that are weakly 
confluent [13]. On the other hand, the property that a finite set U = {ul, . . ..u.} 
is independent mod T can be expressed by a linear sentence [2]. Thus, if T is 
a finite string-rewriting system that is (i) monadic and confluent [2], that is (ii) 
monadic and A-confluent, and that presents a group [lo], or that is (iii) special and 
A-confluent [14], then it is decidable in polynomial time whether or not a finite set is 
independent mod T. 
Here we show that it is decidable whether a regular set U is a code modulo 
a finite string-rewriting system T provided T is (i) monadic and confluent or 
(ii) special and i-confluent. Actually, we show that the following technical problem is 
decidable: 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system T on some alphabet C such that (i) T is 
monadic and confluent or (ii) T is special and A-confluent, and a regular set R E C * 
(specified in a suitable way). 
Question: Do there exist strings u, VER such that u#v, but u&v? 
The decidability of this problem implies the decidability of the former as follows. Let 
U G C* be a regular set. If U is not a code (and this is decidable), then certainly U is 
not a code mod T. If, however, U is a code, then U is not a code mod T if and only if 
there are strings u, VE U* such that u #v and u +-$ v. Since U* is regular, this is 
decidable by the latter result. 
In Section 2 we first restate some of the fundamental definitions and notions 
regarding string-rewriting systems in short to establish notation. For a thorough 
introduction to string-rewriting systems the interested reader is asked to consult the 
literature, e.g., the recent monograph [4]. Then we state our main result formally. Our 
proof, presented in Section 3, effectively reduces the problem considered to some 
decidable problems on regular and deterministic context-free languages. For this part 
we assume the reader to be familiar with the basic theory of finite-state acceptors and 
pushdown automata as, e.g., presented in [6]. 
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2. Special and monadic string-rewriting systems 
Let C be a finite alphabet. Then C* denotes the set of strings over Z including the 
empty string 2. For WEC *, 1 w 1 denotes the length of w. A string-rewriting system Ton 
C is a subset of C* x C*, the elements of which are called (rewrite) rules. By dam(T) we 
denote the set (8 I3r: (L+r)ET} of all left-hand sides of rules, and by range(T) we 
denote the set (rl3e: (&-+Y)ET} of all right-hand sides. The system T is called 
length-reducing if 18 I> 1 r/ holds for each rule (e+r)~ T, it is called monadic if it is length 
reducing and range(T) c C u {A}, and it is called special if it is length-reducing and 
range(T)= {A}. 
The single-step reduction relation induced by T is denoted by +T. Its reflexive 
transitive closure -F is the reduction relation induced by T, and its reflexive, symmet- 
ric and transitive closure ~1: is the Thue congruence generated by T. 
A string WEC* is reducible (mod T) if there exists a string ZEZ* such that w--+=z; 
otherwise, w is irreducible (mod T). The set of irreducible strings, which is denoted by 
ZRR(T), is a regular set, for which a deterministic finite-state acceptor can be 
constructed in polynomial time from T whenever the system T is finite. 
For WEC*, d:(w)= {EC* ( w -T u} is the set of descendants of w, and for L G C *, 
A?(L)= IJ weL A;(w). If Tis monadic, and L E C* is a regular set, then the set A;(L) is 
regular, too [8]. If, in addition, T is finite, then a nondeterministic finite-state acceptor 
for the set A*,(L) can be constructed in polynomial time from T and from a finite-state 
acceptor for the set L ([2], for a detailed presentation of this construction see [4]). 
A string-rewriting system T is noetherian if there does not exist an infinite sequence 
of reductions of the form 
w(,+Tw1+Tw2+T . . . . 
it is conjkent if, for all U, EC *, u ++; u implies that A;(u) A A;(u) # 0, i.e., u and v have 
a common descendant. If T is noetherian and confluent, each congruence class 
[WIT:= {zEC* (z-: w} contains a unique irreducible string. Obviously, if T is 
length-reducing, then it is noetherian; in fact, an irreducible descendant of w can then 
be computed in time bounded above by a polynomial in I WI and size(T) 
(:=C~c~,,,r(lel+lrl)) Ul. 
Sometimes a string-rewriting system T considered is not confluent in general, but 
only on certain congruence classes. Here T is said to be confkent on [w]T if [w]T 
contains a single irreducible string only. We say that T is A-conjluent if it is confluent 
on [A] *, and a monadic system T is called weakly conjluent if it is confluent on [u]T for 
all ECU (A}. 
Finally, a string-rewriting system T is called normalized if, for each rule (e+r)E T, 
LEIRR(T-{f+r}) and relRR(T). Given a finite string-rewriting system T that is 
monadic and (weakly) confluent, or that is special and I-confluent, an equivalent 
system To of the same form can be constructed in polynomial time such that To is 
normalized [7,9,14]. Thus, we can restrict our attention to finite normalized systems 
in these cases. 
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Concerning finite monadic and weakly confluent string-rewriting systems we just 
want to restate the following undecidability result from [13]. 
Theorem 2.1. The following problem is undecidable in general. 
Instance: A finite, monadic, and weakly confluent string-rewriting system T on some 
alphabet C, and a subalphabet T c C. 
Question: Is r a code mod T? 
In the following we will only be concerned with finite string-rewriting systems that 
are either monadic and confluent or special and i-confluent. We want to establish the 
following result. 
Theorem 2.2. The following problem is decidable. 
Instance: A jnite string-rewriting system T that is monadic and confluent or that is 
special and I-confluent, and a regular set U E C*. 
Question: Is U a code mod T? 
Comparing Theorem 2.2 to Theorem 2.1 we see the following. For a finite monadic 
string-rewriting system T the property of weak confluence is not even powerful 
enough to enforce that it becomes decidable whether a finite subset of the given 
alphabet ,Y5 is a code mod T, while the stronger property of confluence is sufficient to 
solve the more general problem of deciding whether or not an arbitrary regular set 
U E C* is a code. Our goal is to prove Theorem 2.2. 
While each congruence class of a monadic and confluent string-rewriting system 
contains a unique irreducible string, this is not true in general for special and 
A-confluent systems. However, for these systems we do at least have the following 
normal form theorem. 
Proposition 2.3 (Otto and Zhang [14]). Let T be a special string-rewriting system 
on C. 
(a) For each string UEC+, there is a unique factorization of the form 
for some m>O, where 
(9 UO,UI, . . . . u, are maximal invertible factors of u (some of which may be empty), 
and 
(ii) a 1, . . ..a.EC. 
(b) Let u,vEC+, and let u=uoalu,... a,u, and v=vob, v1 . . b,v,, be the factoriz- 
ations of u and v, respectively. Then U-T v tf and only if 
(i) n=m, 
(ii) ai=bifor i=l,...,m, and 
(iii) Uicl*TDi for i=O, 1, . . . . m. 
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Accordingly, the above factorization of a string u is called the normal form of U. 
Here a factor x of a string u is a maximal invertible factor of u if x is invertible 
mod T, i.e., xy -*T A +-+? yx for some YEC *, and no invertible factor z of u properly 
contains x. 
Actually, if T is a special system that is finite and A-confluent, then the normal form 
of a string u can be determined in polynomial time. In fact, let U(T) denote the set of 
invertible strings mod T, i.e., WE U(T) if and only if zw -T I +-+g wz for some ZEC*, and 
let DT be the following subset of U(T): 
DT:={u~Z+~u~C*ndom(T)#~#C*~undom(T), and no proper 
nonempty prefix v of u satisfies C* . undom(T) #8}. 
Then DT is a finite biprefix code that can easily be obtained from T. Further, 
U(T) nlRR(T) E DG, i.e., an irreducible string u is invertible mod T if and only if 
UED,*. Thus, it is easily decidable whether or not an irreducible string is invertible 
mod T. Further, for each ED,, we can obtain a string EC*, juI<p, such that 
uu -; I -; vu, i.e., we have a mapping - 1 : U(T)nZRR(T)+U(T) such that, for 
all wEU(T)nlRR(T), WW-~++*T~&W-~W, and Iw-~I<~./wI. Here p= 
max{ It I l/~dom(T)}. Finally, we can construct a generalized sequential machine 
(gsm) GNF that, given an irreducible string UEC* as input such that u,,al ul. .a,u, is 
the normal form of u, computes the string u 0 1 l..b,u,, where T:={biIaiEZ} is b u 
a new alphabet in one-to-one correspondence to C. 
These technical results, which are taken from [14], will be useful tools for prov- 
ing Theorem 2.2 in the case of finite, special, and A-confluent string-rewriting 
systems. 
3. The proof 
As shown in the introduction it suffices to establish the following result in order to 
prove Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 3.1. The following problem is decidable: 
Instance: A finite string-rewriting system T that is monadic and confluent or that is 
special and I-confluent, and a regular set R E C*. 
Question: 3u,v~R: u#v, but u++*,v? 
Our proof will be based on the following two observations. Let R G C*. The 
syntactic congruence syn(R) of R is defined by 
syn(R)= ((u, u) I Vx,y~c*: xuy~R iff xvy~R}, 
and the factor monoid Z*/syn(R) is known as the syntactic monoid of R. It is well 
known that this monoid is finite if and only if the set R is regular. In this case, let 
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eR denote the cardinality of the syntactic monoid of R, and let SUBS(R) be the 
following set: 
SUBS(R):={UEC* I3u,w~C*: WWER}, 
i.e., SUBS(R) is the set of all factors of strings of R. The following lemma now 
expresses our first observation. 
Lemma 3.2. Let T be a string-rewriting system on C, and let R E Z* be a regular 
set. If there exist oR + 1 distinct strings wl, w2, . . . , w,,+ ~ESUBS(R) such that Wi -; Wj 
for all i, j, 1~ i<jd oR + 1, then there are two distinct strings x, PER such that 
x++::y. 
Proof. Since cR + 1 > 1 C*/syn(R)I, there are indices i and j, 1 <i <j < on + 1, such that 
(w,,wj)Esyn(R). Since wi~SUBS(R), uwiUER for some U, UEC*. Since (wi, wj)Esyn(R), 
this implies that UW~VER, too. Further, from WicI~ wj we obtain uwiV++;UWjD. 
However, since wi # wj, also UwiU # uwju, i.e., UwiU and UwjO are two distinct strings 
from R that are congruent mod T. 0 
Secondly, the statement 
(1) 3u,u~R: u#u and u+$v 
is equivalent to the disjunction of the following two statements, since if u and u exist 
with the above properties, then we can compare them using the lexicographical 
ordering on C*: 
(2) 3u,vEC*3aEC: UER, uavER, and u+$uav, or 
(3) 3u,v,wEC*3a,bEC, a#b: uavER, ubwER, and uav+$ubw. 
We shall now deal with the latter two statements separately. So let T be a finite 
string-rewriting system on C that is either monadic and confluent or that is special and 
A-confluent, and let R E C* be a regular set. For the following considerations we fix 
the system T and the set R, and take n:= ICI. For aeC, we define a language I, as 
follows: 
where #, is an additional symbol. 
Lemma 3.3. The language I, is regular, and from R, T and aeZ, a finite-state acceptor 
for I, can be constructed eflectively. 
Proof. Let H,:= {t&u I UER, EC* and UUVER}. Then H, is a regular set, for which 
a finite-state acceptor can easily be constructed. Since the string-rewriting system T is 
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monadic (or even special), the set d*,(H,) is regular, and a finite-state acceptor can be 
constructed that accepts this set. Hence, the set 
d~(H,)nZRR(T).{#,}.IRR(T)=I, 
is also regular, and a 
effectively. 0 
Let J, denote the set 
finite-state acceptor for this set can be constructed 
J,:={u~av~~uo,oo~IRR(T), and 3u~R3v~C*: 
u-$uo, v+*, vo, and UUVER}. 
Then J,= ‘y,(I,), where Y~:(Cu{#,))*~C* is the morphism induced by b H b (bEC) 
and #, H a. Thus, we conclude the following. 
Corollary 3.4. The language J, is regular, and a jinite-state acceptor for J, can be 
constructed efectively. 
Let uOavO~ J,. Then u. and o. are irreducible mod T. If ~~~~~ admits a reduction 
sequence of length m, i.e., there is a reduction sequence of the form 
then u. and v. can be factored as u. = x, . . . x1 x0 and v. = y. y, . . . y, such that, for all 
i=l 3 ..., 9 
Zi-l=X,...Xi,Xi-lU,l_,yi-?yi...y,-r,X,...XiUiyi...y,=Zi 
for some a,, . ..,a,~Cu{2}, where ao=a. 
Lemma 3.5. If the language J, contains a string that admits a reduction sequence of 
length (n + 1). OR + 1, then there are two distinct strings x, PER with x t$ y. 
Proof. Assume that the string uouvo~J, admits a reduction sequence of length 
m:=(n+l)‘aR+l. Then uo=x,,,...xlxo and vo=yoyl...ym such that 
for some a 1, . . ..a.ECu (A). Since uoavoEJ,, there are strings UER and VEZ* such that 
u-$ uo, v+*, v. and uavER. T being monadic implies that u and v can be factored as 
u=fm...flfO and v=gogr . ..g.,, such thatl;:+Fxi and gi+Tyi, i=O,l, . . . . m. Thus, 
Uav=f,...flfOagOgl...g,, 
and 
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for all i=1,2,..., m. Since m>(n+l)+~~, there are indices 0 < iI < i2 < ... < iOR < 
&,+l<m such that ai,=ai2=...=ai0,+,. Let 
A:={~j-1...foag,...gij_lIj=1,2 ,..., fJR+l}. 
Then A G SUBS({uao}) G SUM(R). All strings from A are congruent to ai,, and, for 
all k = 1,2, . . . , m, fkgk #II implying that ) A I= cR + 1. Thus, Lemma 3.2 applies. q 
If the string u~~QEJ, (uO, v~EZRR(T)) does not admit a reduction sequence of 
length m for some fixed integer m, then u0 and u0 can be factored as u0 = a1 u2 and 
uo=v2v1, where Iu2(, Iv21 <(m- l).~, ciao,+*, w and ai WU~EIRR(T). The reason is 
the fact that in a reduction sequence of length at most m - 1 only a suffix u2 of u. and 
a prefix u2 of a0 can be involved that are of length not exceeding (m - 1). p, since u. and 
a0 are irreducible. 
For aeC, we define the language L, as follows: 
Observe that if u~#~u~EL,, then there exist strings UER and NC* such that u-+~u~, 
u+; vo, uavER, and U~UU~ t$aO, i.e., uau ~)~u~azl~ +$ a0 -T u and uau, UER. Thus, if 
L,#fl for some UEC, then statement (2) holds for T and R. 
Lemma 3.6. Let mEN, and let aEC be such that the language J, does not contain 
a string which admits a reduction sequence of length m. Then L, is a regular language, 
and a Jinite-state acceptor for L, can be constructed effectively from T, R, a and m. 
Proof. If uO&uO~ L,, then u~#~u~EI, and U~UZJ~ +$ uo. Since I, is a regular language, 
there is a finite-state acceptor J3, for this language. A finite-state acceptor for the 
language L, is thus obtained by combining B, with a finite-state acceptor C, that is to 
verify the condition u. avo +-+F uo. 
By the hypothesis the string u~uu,,EJ, does not admit a reduction sequence of 
length m. Hence, a0 and a0 can be factored as u. = u1 u2, u. = u2 ol, I u2 (, I u2 I d (m - 1). p, 
such that u2uu2+~ w and ai wvl EZRR(T), i.e., the process of reducing this string to 
some irreducible descendant actually involves only a factor of length at most 
2. (m- 1). p + 1 surrounding the distinguished occurrence of the letter a. 
For the construction of C, we need to distinguish between (i) the case that the 
string-rewriting system T is monadic and confluent and (ii) the case that T is special 
and a-confluent. 
Case(i): If u~#~D~EL,, then uOauO~*,uo, and hence, since T is confluent and u. is 
irreducible, u,,auo+~ u1 wul = u,, = u1 u2. Thus, u,, = u1 u2, v. = u2 ol, 1 u2 1, 1 u2 I< 
(m- 1). ,n, u2uu2-$ w and wui = u2. Hence, we can design the finite-state acceptor 
C, to work as follows: 
On input u~#~u~, C, reads a0 from left to right always storing the last (m- 1). p 
symbols read in its finite control. Thus, when the symbol #, is encountered, the finite 
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control contains the suffix a2 of u. of length (m- 1) ‘p. Then the prefix v2 of v. of 
length (m- 1). ,u is read and also stored in the finite control. Upon reading the 
((m - 1). p)th symbol of uo, the contents of the finite control is replaced by the pair of 
strings (w, uZ), where w is the irreducible descendant of uZavZ. Now C, accepts if and 
only if wvl=uz, where u1 is the remaining input. It is easily seen from the above 
discussion that a string x is accepted by both B, and C, if and only if x is in the 
language L,. This completes the proof of case (i). 
Case (ii): If u~#~u~EL,, then uOavO +$uo. Hence, by Proposition 2.3 uOavO and 
u. have normal forms uOuuO = xOul x1 . . a,~, and u. = Yoal Y, . . . a,~~, respectively, 
such that Xi~~Yi, i=O, 1, . . . . r. Since u. is a prefix of uouuo, we can conclude that 
there is an index SE{O, 1, . . . . r} such that the following properties hold: 
_ Xi=yi for i=O, 1, . . ..S-1. 
- xs=~s~s+lys+l . ..a.~,&, and 
- v~=x~us+~x,+l...u,x,. 
Recall that the yi are maximal invertible factors of uo. Thus, if s - 1 is the largest index 
such that Xi=Yi for all i=O, 1, . . . . s-l, then x, cannot be a factor of uo, i.e., 
Ys%+lYs+l... uryr is a proper prefix of x,. 
Since y, is invertible, the congruence y, ++*T x, = ysus+ i y,+ i . . . u,.y,ux~ implies 
that u,,,~,+~...u,~,ux~~*T~“, and hence, since T is %-confluent, that 
%+iYs+1... a,y,ax;+*,J~. Thus, I&I, la,+ly,+l . ..u.y,ld(m-l).~. Hence, we can de- 
sign the finite-state acceptor C, to work as follows: 
On input u~#~u~, C, reads a0 from left to right always storing the last (m- 1) * ,u 
symbols read in its finite control. Thus, when the symbol $a is encountered, the finite 
control contains the suffix u2 of u. of length (m- l).~. On reading the symbol #,, the 
string u2 is replaced by the longest suffix uryt.. . u,y,u,+ I y,+ I . . . u,y, of the normal 
form of u. such that lu,y,...u,y,l <(m- l).~. By this we mean that the symbols 
a,, . . . , a, are marked, and that for each factor Yi (t < i < r) the corresponding factoriz- 
ation with respect to the biprefix code DT is displayed. Then the prefix v2 of v. of 
length (m - 1). p is read, and upon reading the last letter of this prefix, the contents of 
the finite control is replaced by the pair of strings (y; ia:. . .y;?r a;+ i, u3), where 
v2=xiv3, ~s+lYs+l . ..u.y,axj+*,~, y,:l~D: is a formal inverse of the string Yi, and 
uf is a specially marked copy of the symbol Ui (i = s + 1, . . . , r). It remains to verify that 
the normal form of u3v1 has the form u,+~x,+, . ..a.~, with Xitf*TYi, i=s+l, . . ..r. 
Since T is A-confluent, Xi +-+; Yi if and only if y; ’ Xi+; A, and since T is a special system 
and v3 u1 is irreducible, C, can check this while reading vi from left to right. Thus, as in 
case (i) we obtain a finite-state acceptor for the language L, by combining B, and C,. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 0 
Since statement (2) holds for T and R if and only if L, # 0 for some UEC, and since 
the emptiness problem for regular languages is decidable, we obtain the following 
conclusion. 
Corollary 3.7. The following problem is decidable. 
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Instance: AJinite string-rewriting system T that is either monadic and confluent or that 
is special and ,I-confkent, a regular set R G C*, and an integer rnE N such that none of 
the languages J, (aEZ) contains a string that admits a reduction sequence of length m. 
Question: Does statement (2) hold for T and R? 
It remains to deal with statement (3). For aeC, let K, and M, be the following 
languages: 
K,={uo#,uoIuo,oo~IRR(T), and 3u,u~C*: 
u-$ uO, u--$ uO, and uauER}, 
and 
M,~{uOauO~uO,u,,~IRR(T), and 3u,u~C*: 
u-+~u~,u+~u,,, and uaueR}. 
Along the lines of the proofs of Lemma 3.3, Corollary 3.4, and Lemma 3.5 the 
following can be shown. 
Lemma 3.8. 
(a) The languages K, and M, are regular, and from R, T and aEZ, finite-state 
acceptors can be constructed eflectiuely for them. 
(b) Zf for some aEC, the language M,, contains a string that admits a reduction 
sequence of length (n + 1). (TV + 1, then there are two distinct strings x, PER with x +-$ y. 
Further, for a, bEC, a # b, we consider the language 
H a,bCC*‘(#}‘(& x&)*~ 
where ZO + C u {I}, which is defined as follows: 
H,,b+ UO# ” 
i [ II uo, uo, wo~lRR(T), and 3u, v, WEC* : wo 
u+~uo,u+~vo,w-$wo, and uau,ubwER . 
I 
Here I and # are new symbols, and [ 21 stands for (tz)(i:) ... (t”), where 
uo=aoa,...a,~C*, wo=bobI... b,EC*, m=max{r,s}, and ai=_L and b,=l for i>r 
and j > s, respectively. If u. # [ >0] E H,, b, then there exist strings uauER and ubwER 
such that u-$uo, u--$uo, and w-$wo. Now we define Lo,bCC*‘{#}‘(COxCO)* 
through 
Lc,,b-{Uo$[;]~&.b~ uoaUo,:u,bw,). 
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If Uo#C:;lEL,b, then there exist strings uaveR and ubweR such that uav++T 
uOavO +++ uObw,, -$ ubw, i.e., statement (3) is satisfied for T and R. Conversely, 
if this statement is satisfied for T and R, then, for some letters a, beC, a# b, L,,t,#@. 
Thus, we see that statement (3) is satisfied for T and R if and only if L,,, is 
nonempty for some letters a, bEC, a # b. Therefore, the following technical results are 
of interest. 
Lemma 3.9. Let T be a finite monadic and confkent string-rewriting system, and let 
a, beC such that a # b. 
(a) The language H,,b is regular, andfrom R, Tand a, be.2, afinite-state acceptor can 
be constructed effectively for it. 
(b) Let rneN be such that neither M, nor Mb contains a string that admits a reduction 
sequence of length m. Then the language La,b is regular, and a finite-state acceptor for 
L,,b can be constructed from T, R, a, b and m. 
Proof. (a) Consider the language R,,b + {u#v#wluav~R and ubweR}. This lan- 
guage is certainly regular. In fact, a finite-state acceptor for Ra,b can be con- 
structed from the product of two copies of a finite-state acceptor for R. This product 
acceptor would work in 3 phases: In phase 1, while the factor u is being read, 
both copies would work in parallel. In phase 2, while the factor v is being 
read, one copy would process the input, while the other would be idle. Finally, 
in phase 3, while the factor w is being read, the first copy would be idle, while 
the other would process the input. Using the construction described in [2] 
we can then obtain a finite-state acceptor for the language d$(R,,b)nZRR(T). 
{~};ZRR(T)~{#}~ZRR(T)={uO#~O#~O~~,,~,, w,EZRR(T), and luau, ubweR: 
u+T"O, v+*Tvo, and w-+F wO}. This finite-state acceptor will essentially still work in 
3 phases. Now by running phases 2 and 3 in parallel, we obtain a finite-state 
acceptor for the language ZZ,,6. 
(b) If u,,#[zt]~L,,~, then u,,#[it]~H,,~, and u,,av,,+-$uObwO. Thus, we obtain 
a finite-state acceptor for the language La,b by combining the acceptor for Ha,b with 
a finite-state acceptor C,,, that is to verify the condition uoaoott~uObwo. 
If %#C:;I&,h then uOavOEM, and u,bw,EM,. By our hypothesis neither the 
string uoavo~M, nor the string u,bw,,~M, admits a reduction sequence of length m. 
Thus, if uOavO -; u. bwo, then uo, v. and w. have factorizations of the form u. = u1 u2, 
vo=v2vl. and wo=w2w1 such that /u21,1v21,1w2)~(m-l).~, u2av2+?;.g, u2bwz&h 
and ulgvl =ul hw,EZRR(T). Hence, we can design the finite-state acceptor C,,b to 
work as follows: 
On input uo#CZl, Gb reads u. from left to right always remembering the last 
(m- 1). p symbols read. Then the prefix [z;] of [Et] of length (m- 1) .p is read, and 
upon reading the last symbol of [it], the pair of strings (g, h) is stored in Ca,b’~ finite 
control. Now Ca,b accepts if and only if gvl = hwI, where [:‘,I is the remaining 
input. 0 
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To deal with the case that the string-rewriting system T is special and i-confluent, 
we consider the following languages H& and Ka,b (a, bE:C, a # b): 
H~,b~{(~(~o)$u~#~wglu~,~~,w~~zRR(T), and 
3u,v,wEC*: u+;ug ,v+~uO,w-+~wO, and uav, ubwER}, 
where $ and $& are two new letters, and p denotes the function reversal, and 
~,,b~{P~~O~~~O#bWO~~~,b~~O~~OH~~O~~O). 
IfduO)$uO#bWO6z,b> then there are strings u,v, WEC* such that u-$uO, v--$vO, 
W-T wo, uavE R, ubw E R, and uav +$ ubw. Hence, statement (3) is satisfied for T and 
R if and Only if K,, b is nonempty for some letters a, bgC, a # b. We want to prove that 
under certain conditions the language Ka,b is deterministic context-free. 
Lemma 3.10. Let T be a finite special and i-confluent string-rewriting system, let 
a, bEC, a # b, and let rnE N be such that neither M,, nor Mb contains a string that admits 
a reduction sequence of length m. Then the language Ka,b is deterministic context-free, 
and a deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) accepting this language can be construc- 
ted from T, R, a, b and m. 
Proof. As observed in the proof of Lemma 3.9(a) the language {uo#~o#wo 1uo, vo, WOE 
IRR(T), and 3uav,ubwER: u-$uo, u-+~uo, w-+~wo} is regular, and a finite-state 
acceptor for it can be constructed effectively. From this it is fairly easy to see that the 
hgUage Hi,b is regdar, and that a (deterministic) finite-state acceptor for H& can be 
obtained. A dpda for the language K,,b is now obtained by combining the finite-state 
acceptor for HL, b with a dpda Pa,b that is to check the condition uOauO -F u. bwo. We 
design the dpda PO,b to work as follows: 
On input duO)$uO#bwO, Pa,b first reads the prefix ~(0,). While doing this 
P,,, b computes the normal form x0 a, x1 . . . arx, of vo, pushing the string y,b,. . . y, b, y, 
onto its stack. Here yi denotes an irreducible descendant of the inverse x; 1 of the 
stringxi(i=O,l,..., r), and r + {bi 1 aiEZ> is a new alphabet in one-to-one correspond- 
ence to C. (Recall Proposition 2.3 and the discussion following it.) Thus, Pa,b stores the 
normal form of an irreducible string presenting the ‘inverse’ of the string v. on its 
stack. Observe that this does not cause any problems, since Pa,b is reading the reversal 
p(yo) of the string vo, and the gsm G NF can be incorporated in the finite control of Pa,b. 
In addition, the prefix u2 of u. of length (m- 1). p is stored in Po,b)s finite control. 
Then the factor u. is read, and its suffix u2 of length (m- 1). p is stored in the finite 
control. Finally, the prefix wp of w. of length (m - 1) .,u is read into Pa,b’s finite control. 
Now within its finite control Po,b performs the two reductions u2av2+;gElRR(T) 
and u2bw2+FhElRR(T). Since neither M, nor Mb contains a string that admits 
a reduction sequence of length m, the strings u1 gv, and u1 hwI are irreducible, where 
uo=u1u2, v()=v2u1 and wo=w2w1. Thus, uOauO -; uobwo if and only if 
ulgvl +-$ u1 hwI if and only if the normal forms of urgvi and of ui hwI are related to 
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each other as expressed by Proposition 2.3(b). Checking this essentially amounts to 
comparing the normal form of gui to the normal form of hw,. Because the stack 
already contains the normal form of the ‘inverse’ of vo, this is easily done by reduction, 
since the system T is special and A-confluent. This completes the proof of Lemma 
3.10. 0 
Since statement (3) holds for T and R if and only if & #8 for some a, ~EC, a#b, 
respectively if K,, b #8, we have the following conclusion. 
Corollary 3.11. The following problem is decidable. 
Instance: Afinite string-rewriting system T that is either monadic and confluent or that 
is special and I”-confluent, a regular set R G Z*, and an integer me N such that none of 
the languages M, (uEZ) contains a string that admits a reduction sequence of length m. 
Question: Does statement (3) hold for T and R? 
We need one additional technical result. 
Lemma 3.12. Let T be a finite monadic string-rewriting system, and let R c Z* be 
a regular set that is speci$ed through some finite-state acceptor. Then the set 
A(R)I={~EC*[~XER:X -$ y} is regular, and a finite-state acceptor for A(R) can be 
constructed eflectively. 
Proof. Obviously, YEA(R) if and only if there is a rule (&-+r)ET such that y=y, ry, 
and y,/y,~R. Hence, a finite-state acceptor for A(R) can easily be obtained from 
T and a finite-state acceptor for R. 0 
Now we can combine our technical results to get a proof for Theorem 3.1. Let T be 
a finite string-rewriting system that is either monadic and confluent or special and 
A-confluent, let n = 1 Cl, and let R G C* be a regular set. First, the integer 
m+(n+ 1). oR + 1 is computed. Then, for each UEC, a finite-state acceptor for the 
language J, is constructed. Now, for aEC, J, contains a string that admits a reduction 
sequence of length m if and only if Am(J,) is nonempty. By Lemma 3.12 this can be 
checked for all aEC. If, for some UEC, J, does contain such a string, then by Lemma 3.5 
there exist strings x, PER such that x #y and x tt;y. Otherwise, by Corollary 3.7 we 
can verify whether or not statement (2) holds for T and R. In the affirmative, there are 
distinct strings x, PER with x ++T y. Otherwise, we construct finite-state acceptors for 
the languages M, (uEZ), and check whether, for some UEC, M, contains a string that 
admits a reduction sequence of length m. Again, this holds if and only if A”(M,) # 0. In 
the affirmative, R contains distinct strings x,y with x+$ y by Lemma 3.8(b); other- 
wise, we can decide whether statement (3) holds for T and R by Corollary 3.11. In this 
situation R contains distinct strings x, y with x -F y if and only if statement (3) holds 
for T and R, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1, and therewith of Theorem 2.2. 
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